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HERE IS the main result: 
THEOREM 1. The set of smooth conjugacy classes of algebraic actions of a compact Lie 
group on a nonsingular a&e variety of real dimension at least 5 is countable. If algebraic is 
replaced by analytic, the statement is false. 
The motivation for this result is the linearity conjecture which asserts that any algebraic 
action of a reductive algebraic group on affine n-space is conjugate to a linear action. This 
topic has been popularized by H. Bass and H. Kraft. See for example [4], [2] and [S] for the 
current status of the conjecture. In addition to being interesting, the conjecture is tough. It is 
not even known whether the set of algebraic conjugacy classes of algebraic actions of a 
reductive group of affine n-space is countable, as implied by the linearity conjecture. 
Theorem 1 is a version of this countability question. 
We shall see in the course of the proof of Theorem 1 that there are an uncountable 
number of conjugacy classes of smooth actions of a nontrivial compact Lie group on real 
n-space. Theorem 1 shows that only countably many of these are conjugate to algebraic 
actions on real n-space. 
The main tools in the proof are the compactification theorem of Corollary 4 and the 
Palais Rigidity Theorem [lo]. Whether this rigidity theorem has an algebraic analog is an 
interesting question whose consequences we briefly explore at the end. 
Before giving the proof, we introduce some notation. In this discussion varieties are 
affine. The ground field is the reals [w or the complex numbers @. An algebraic map between 
affine spaces (over [w or C) is a map whose coordinate functions are polynomials. An 
algebraic map between affine varieties is a map which extends to an algebraic map of affine 
spaces containing the varieties as subvarieties. Let W be a nonsingular variety resp. a 
smooth manifold and Aut( W, c) for c=a or s denote the group of algebraic resp. smooth 
automorphisms of W with the C” topology. Let Hom(G, Aut( W, c)) denote the space of c 
actions of G on W. A point d of this space is a homomorphism d:BG+Aut( W, c) such that 
the induced map from G x W to W is a c-map. Topologize Hom(G, Aut( W, c)) as the 
subspace of the space of all smooth maps of G x W to Win the C” topology. The group 
Aut( W,c) acts by conjugation on the space of c-actions and the orbit space is denoted by 
Hom(G, Aut( W, c))/Aut( W, c). In the case W is a nonsingular variety V, weakening 
structure defines a continuous function from the space of a-actions to the space of s-actions 
and induces a map of corresponding orbit spaces. We are interested in the cardinality of the 
image. The idea is to factor this map through a countable set. In the case V is simply 
connected at infinity (i.e. given any compact set C in Vthere is a compact set D containing C 
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such that I’- D is simply connected) there is a unique compact smooth manifold I/* with 
boundary whose interior is diffeomorphic to V. In the general case I’* exists but is not 
usually unique. The countable set we use to factor through is 
Hom(G, Aut( V*, s))/Aut( V*, s) 
or the union of these as V* ranges over all bounded compact manifolds with interior I’. 
Let D be a discrete group and Wh(D) its Whitehead group. (See [7].) This group is 
countable whenever D is. (In particular when D is the fundamental group of a compact 
manifold.) Countability of Wh(D) when D is countable follows directly from definition of 
Wh(D). The following result is an easy consequence of the Kobordism Theorem. State- 
ments of this type go back to the unpublished thesis of Siebenmann [12]. See also the survey 
article of W. C. Hsiang [3]. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X be a connected open mani$old of dimension at least 5 which is 
smooth and has finitely many ends. Suppose A and B are compact smooth manifolds both 
having X as interior. Then there is an element t(A, B) in the product D(X) of the Whitehead 
groups of the ends of X whose vanishing implies A and B are difeomorphic. 
Remark. The ends of the interior of a manifold and the components of its boundary are 
in l-l correspondence and the fundamental group of an end is the fundamental group of its 
corresponding boundary component. Using this and a remark above, D(X) is countable 
whenever X is the interior of a compact manifold. Simply connected at infinity in the 
terminology of ends means one end and the fundamental group of the end is trivial. 
Proof: Since X is the interior of both A and B, A can be imbedded in B so that the 
closure of B-A is an s-cobordism between their boundaries. Then t(A, B) is the torsion of 
this cobordism by definition. If this torsion vanishes, the s-cobordism is a product (See [7]) 
and so A is diffeomorphic to B by the smooth collar neighborhood theorem (see Cl]). 
The next two results were proved in [9] for finite groups. We extend them to the case of 
compact Lie groups and at the same time give a more direct proof of each. 
THEOREM 3. Let V be a nonsingular variety on which a compact Lie group G acts 
algebraically. Then there exists a proper non-negative equivariant algebraic map f: V+R 
which has a compact set of critical points. Here R has trivial action. 
Proof: We may suppose V is an invariant subvariety of an orthogonal representation A
of G. Since the ring of invariant polynomials on A is finitely generated, there is an 
equivariant algebraic map of A to affine n space A’ with trivial action for some n such that 
the induced map of A/G to A’ is injective. This of course gives an injective algebraic map of 
V/G into A’. For each z in A’, let L: A’ +R be the squared distance from z. For each 
subgroup H of G, let 
S(H) = (z E A’lfil V’“)/NH is a Morse function} 
Here VH) is the set of points in V whose isotropy group is exactly H and NH is the 
normalizer of H in G. Note that V”“/NH is a smooth manifold whose quotient topology 
agrees with its subspace topology coming from its inclusion in A’[13]. Note also each S(H) 
is an open dense subset of A’. (See [8, Theorem 6.61.) Let S be the intersection of the S(H) as 
H ranges over conjugacy ciasses of isotropy subgroups of this action. Since this is finite, S is 
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dense and is in particular nonempty. Choose any s E S and let h: A’-+ R beJ andf: V+ [w be 
f= hop0 i where i is the inclusion of V in A and p is the projection of A on A/G. 
Let C(f) denote the critical point set off: We show that the orbit space C(f)/G is a finite 
set of points. Since G is compact, this implies C(f) is. 
Note that a critical point offwhich lies in V (“) is a critical point of the restrictionf’H’ 
offto V w Denote C(ftH)) by C’(H). It may also be described as the intersection of . 
C(fH)=C(H) with V . w At any rate C(f) is a subset of the union of the C’(H) as H ranges 
over the isotropy groups of the action on V, so C(f)/G is a subset of the union of the 
C’(H)/NH as H ranges over the set of conjugacy classes of isotropy groups of the action on 
V. It therefore s&ices to show that this union consists of a finite number of points. In 
particular it suffices to show that C’(H)/NH is a finite set of points as the set of conjugacy 
classes of isotropy groups is finite. 
Abbreviate C’(H) by C’ and C(H) by C. Observe that C’/NH is the set of critical points 
of h restricted to V’n’/NH asf= hpi. Since this restricted function is Morse by construction, 
its critical points are isolated in I/‘H’/NH and hence in Vu/NH. This in turn means that C’ 
consists of NH orbits which are isolated in VH (i.e. each orbit in C’ is contained in a open set 
in VH which intersects no other orbit in C’. Now observe that the critical point set C offis 
an algebraic variety being the critical point set of a polynomial restricted to a nonsingular 
variety. See [6, 2.71. This being the case it has a finite number of components by [6, 2.41. 
Since C’ is a subset of C and since each NH orbit in C’ is isolated in C, each orbit in C’ is 
both open and closed in C i.e. is a union of components of C. Since there finitely many 
components of C, there are a finite number of NZJ orbits in C’ and so C/NH is a finite 
number of points as asserted. 
COROLLARY 4. Let G be a compact Lie group and let V be a nonsingular open afJine variety 
on which G acts algebraically. Then V has an equivariant compactijication i.e. there is a 
compact smooth G manifold V* whose interior is smoothly equivalent to V with its given 
action. 
Proof: Letf: V-R be a non-negative proper algebraic equivariant map with compact 
critical point set. Let n be a positive integer larger than any critical value of J: Set 
V* =j-’ [0, n]. The proof of [9, Theorem 4.11 without modification shows that V* is a 
compactification of V. The point is to use the gradient flow of a vector field on the 
complement of V * constructed from the normalized gradient vector field to show that 
interior V* is equivariantly diffeomorphic to V. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let V be a nonsingular variety with an algebraic action of G and let 
V* be a compactification. This association defines a function from Hom(G,Aut(V, a)) to 
Hom(G, Aut( V*, s)) denoted d-d*. (It may not be uniquely defined or continuous.) 
Restricting the action to its interior defines a continuous map from Hom(G, Aut( V*, s)) to 
Hom(G, Aut( V, s)) denoted d-d’. The composition d-d*’ is the structure weakening map 
from a-actions to s-actions up to conjugacy. This means the image of Hom(G, Aut( V, a)) in 
Hom(G, Aut( V, s))/Aut( V, s) 
lies in the image of the union of the 
Hom(G, Aut( V*, s))/Aut( V*, s)) 
where V* ranges over all compact bounded manifolds with interior V. Since G and V* are 
both compact, each of the sets 
Hom(G, Aut(V*, s))/Aut(V*, s)) 
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is countable by [ 10, Cor. 31. By Proposition 2, the cardinality of distinct V* is bounded by 
the cardinality of D(X). This group is countable by Remark. This proves the first part of the 
theorem. 
The second part is a consequence of the main result of [l l] which constructs an 
uncountable number of analytic actions of any non-trivial compact Lie group on affine 
n-space having topologically distinct fixed sets. 
We now give a brief discussion of rigidity. 
RIGIDITY QUESTION. Is every arc f: I+Hom(G, Aut( W, c)) of the form f;(g) = h,f, (g)h; ’ 
for all g E G for some arc h : I + Aut( W, c)? where I = [0, l] and t E 1. 
Here G is to be a reductive group in the algebraic case and a compact Lie group in the 
smooth case. When G is compact, W is a compact smooth manifold and c=s, this is the 
Palais Rigidity Theorem of [lo] and implies that the set of conjugacy classes of smooth 
actions of G on W is countable. This is the result [lo, Cor. 31 used above. It is implicitly 
behind the enormous project in the subject of transformation groups of classifying smooth 
actions on manifolds by discrete invariants. Its algebraic analog would play the same role in 
the proof of an affirmative answer to the following 
COUNTABILITY QUESTION. Is the set of conjugacy classes of actions of a reductive algebraic 
group on a nonsingular variety countable? 
An affirmative answer to the algebraic Rigidity Question also implies this version of the 
Linearity Conjecture: 
LEMMA 5. An algebraic action of a reductive group on afJine n-space which has aJixed 
point is conjugate to a linear action if the algebraic Rigidity Question has an afJirmative 
answer. 
Proof Let-d be an algebraic action of a reductive group G on affine n-space V. 
Suppose the action has a fixed point which we take to be 0. View d as an element 
of Hom(d, Aut( V, a)). Let L, be the differential of g at 0. Define a path between d and the 
linear action d’ of G defined by the differential at 0 as follows: 
I;(g)(x)=t-‘d(g)(tx) if t#O 
= L,(x) if t=O. 
Here g E G and x E I/. Rigidity implies that d and d’ are conjugate. 
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